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Tour participants: Julio Ferreira (Leader) with 12 Naturetrek clients. 

Day 1 Wednesday 5th September 

The members of the group travelling from the UK today met up at Heathrow and boarded our overnight flight 

to Sao Paulo, where we connected with an internal flight to Cuiaba, arriving in late morning 

Day 2 Thursday 6th September 

The group came together in Cuiaba, where those who had travelled overnight from London met the others who 

had already been spending time in Brazil. We met our guide for the adventure – Julio – and in an attempt to get 

us all re-energised and on roughly the right time zone we headed immediately for food. It was our first 

introduction to how much Brazilian cuisine is centred around meat, but it definitely perked everyone up and 

allowed us to get to know one another. By 1.30pm we were ready to start our journey into the interior of the 

Pantanal, starting in a minibus, which involved navigating our way out of Cuiaba via some extremely tiresome 

traffic lights. Luckily Julio knew some shortcuts! As we made our way out of the city the landscape really started 

to open up, and we soon started to see interesting birds – well, at least those of us that could keep our eyes open 

did.  

 

By mid-afternoon we had reached the exciting part of our long journey, the point where we transferred onto our 

open sided truck and started on the Transpantaneira – the only road cutting through the immense Pantanal. It’s 

fair to say that it was a wildlife bonanza almost as soon as we started up the engine; never had any of us seen 

such a high density of herons and raptors in one place. We stopped at various points to see things better, 

including a Caiman trying to shepherd dozens of her youngsters away from a predator and we had a lovely view 

of a pair of Hyacinth Macaws flying over the truck. On the final stretch of the journey, in the grounds of our 

lodge, we tried spotlighting and managed to find a rather skittish tapir and several Crab-eating Foxes. 

 

Our lodge, Pouso Alegre which is a cattle ranch, was welcoming after such long journeys. As we were finishing 

our dinners we were interrupted by a Giant Anteater! She clearly makes a habit of occasionally checking out the 

lodge kitchens to see if there are scraps of food, and was absolutely not bothered by our presence at all. In fact 

we had to do our best to keep our distance because she was very inquisitive. An absolutely amazing experience 

for our first night, and definitely not something which any of us had been expecting. 

Day 3 Friday 7th September 

Everyone woke to the amazing noises of wildlife, often so loud you genuinely think some of the birds must be in 

the room with you! Before breakfast we sat watching birds as they were at their most active, and a feeder had 

fruit for them to indulge in. It was fantastic to get such good views of many of the birds in the gardens of the 

lodge – for most people the colourful Toco Toucans with their amazing bills was a real highlight. We also had a 

close encounter with a very obliging Crab-eating Fox relaxing under the shade of a tree.  

 

After breakfast (which involved cake!) we went for a walk. Although it was only 8am the sun was already making 

its presence felt, so we were all equipped with plenty of water and hats. It was astounding the number of egrets 
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concentrated in the area, as well as other water birds including Wattled Jacana. We attempted a short drive out in 

the truck, and were lucky to spot a Vermillion Flycatcher before the heat got the better of us.  

 

The afternoon drive was very enjoyable, and we had early sightings of Great Horned Owl and South American 

Coati. We settled down in front of a watering hole and waited to see what would appear. For about an hour we 

watched various birds – Rufescent Tiger Heron, several raptors and kingfishers – and an Agouti scampering 

around (they are a bit like giant rats). We had been sat watching for all that time when a Tapir emerged from the 

water! We had had no idea he had been there for the entire time, all of the plants having hidden him. He didn’t 

stick around for long, and quietly melted away into the forest. A pair of Crab-eating Foxes wandered by, very 

cautious and always on the look-out, they risked a quick drink before slinking off. 

 

We could hear Capuchin monkeys rustling away in the trees, but despite their proximity it didn’t look like they 

would make an appearance. As we were watching to see if they would show, a Tapir and its baby appeared, and 

they took their time over getting a drink. It was lovely to watch them and at the end of the sighting there was a 

lovely moment when the baby scampered off into the forest. The monkeys finally did come down to the water – 

one of them walked up on two legs, presumably to keep a look out for predators. All in all, a brilliant afternoon.  

Day 4 Saturday 8th September 

It was an early morning start today, all packed up and on the road for 5.30 am. Whilst it was a long and dusty 

journey on the Transpantaneira, there were often large stretches of wetland to observe, often teeming with 

wildlife. We lost count of the Caiman and Herons. We stopped near the end of the drive to look for Great 

Horned Owl and luckily found four of them perched up in some trees. We also had a lovely highlight whilst 

crossing one of the many rickety wooden bridges - a family of Capybara swimming by.  

 

We arrived in Porto Jofre, which was essentially the end of the road, at about 11.30am. Here we got onto a boat 

to head up the river to our hotel. It was hugely refreshing to be out on the water after the dust and heat of the 

Transpantaneira. The journey took about 25 minutes, and it was very exciting to finally arrive at the Flotel – our 

home for the next 4 nights. We were welcomed by Lindsay, one of the Jaguar researchers, and her colleague – 

and settled into our spacious and comfortable rooms.  

 

After lunch we headed out for our first safari boat trip. We had a flying start with a sighting of a group of Giant 

River Otters. It was quite a quick sighting with them heading off in to the undergrowth of the river banks, but 

brilliant to feel their presence on the river so soon. Then we had a call on the radio that Jaguars had been 

spotted, and we were off – whizzing along the river.  

 

We joined other boats, including a film crew, watching two Jaguars (brothers) that were laid out on the top of a 

relatively steep river bank. We were told that in the coming months they would need to separate and find their 

own territories, but for now it benefitted them to be sticking together. We sat watching them for over two hours, 

mainly they laid around not doing very much – but occasionally moved around and sat more separate from each 

other. Absolutely beautiful cats to watch at such close quarters. At one point a Caiman came along and they both 

geared up to hunt – there was lots of crouched stalking and steely stares – but it didn’t come to anything.  
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As the light was fading we had to leave the brothers and rush back down the river, with hundreds of bats filling 

the air around us. After we had all cooled down from the heat of the day (sitting in full Brazilian sun watching 

Jaguars is a sweaty business) we enjoyed a nice dinner followed by a lecture from Lindsay on Capybaras. A 

fantastic day.  

Day 5 Sunday 9th September 

A slightly cooler start to the day, with more cloud cover generating a stunning sunrise. We headed straight off for 

a Jaguar call we had in over the radio, but came across another boat on the way that had clearly spotted 

something. So we slowed down and drifted towards the riverbank, and spotted our first Jaguar of the morning. 

She was looking rather sleepy, lots of yawning, and at times the view was slightly challenging due to lots of 

bushes. An absolutely beautiful cat, who finally got bored of our presence and stalked off.  

 

We then made our way to where the original call had come in from and found a large number of boats on a very 

wide stretch of the river – near to an intersection. It seemed that we had missed the sighting, as nobody was sure 

if the Jaguar was still around, but all of a sudden we spotted him in the water and looking to make a move to 

cross the river. All the boats pulled back to give him space, and it was amazing to see him cross such a large 

stretch of river. He then disappeared amongst the water hyacinth, but suddenly we heard a lot of splashing and 

we think a kill being attempted. No idea if it was successful.  

 

After so much excitement we asked if we could try and find a quieter route away from other boats and in doing 

so we came across our second Giant River Otter family, in a narrower stretch of river, and this family were much 

more confiding with us. We watched them fishing and playing around – the noises they make are just brilliant.  

 

After the moment of calm we were off again, back to see the Jaguar brothers from the day before. We had a 

better vantage point and fewer boats, and they were being very affectionate, snuggled into each other. Lovely to 

watch – except perhaps when one of them threw up – including when they stalked off into the undergrowth and 

water. And then another call which had us heading off again, for our fifth sighting and the sixth individual that 

we had encountered. She was coming down from the riverbank to the side of the water, searching around in 

some debris and then wandering across the beach. Very different colours to some of the other cats we had seen, 

quite a striking individual. On our way back to the Flotel we stopped for some very impressive Caiman, some 

sunbathing Capybara, and a beautiful Giant River Otter laid out on a log. Absolutely fantastic morning.  

 

After such an amazing morning we didn’t think the afternoon would live up to it – but we were so wrong. We 

started off in the boat, stopping to watch some Capuchin monkeys in the trees. We then got word of a Jaguar 

sighting, but it was a long way up the river. We thought it was worth giving it a go, knowing the individual could 

have moved off before we got there. After quite a long stretch in the boat we rounded a bend in the river and 

saw the film crew up ahead of us. They were signalling for us to look towards the bank, in the water, which we 

did – and saw a female Jaguar with her youngster. They were in and out of the water, clambering over exposed 

tree roots, up and down the bank, across sandy beaches. We watched them progress along the river in that way 

for maybe 30 or 40 minutes – so lucky. We decided to give them some space as it seemed like they may want to 

cross the river, so backed off completely and lost them from our sights, and settled down in the shade to get 

some respite from the sun.  
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After about twenty minutes we headed back round to where we had last seen them – fully expecting them to 

have moved on. They hadn’t. They were crossing the river, and the youngster in particular looked to be 

struggling to stay afloat. It soon became apparent why. As they came up onto the white sandy beach they carried 

between them an anaconda – and a pretty large one at that. Clearly they had been hunting, and the anaconda had 

come of worst. The image of the mum and youngster, probably seven months old, carrying the giant snake up 

the beach between them was something to behold. And then they proceeded to pull on either end, very much in 

a display that looked like the youngster was learning how to pull its prey apart. A completely amazing scene.  

 

After all the excitement we found a family of Giant River Otter to sit and watch, they were eating, grooming and 

playing. One of them had caught an especially large eel and was making very loud and appreciative eating noises. 

We also had a very restricted view of one of the large male Jaguars before heading back. The lecture after dinner 

was on Caiman – although all the chat of the evening was about the Jaguars with the Anaconda. 

Day 6 Monday 10th September 

A slightly quieter day today after the excitement of yesterday.  

 

In the morning session we started off with a new Jaguar that we hadn’t seen before, a much older male who 

looked a bit more beaten up. He was resting up on the bank, and after a while he headed off into the 

undergrowth.  

 

We headed further up the river, passing some Water Buffalo that had come down to drink – our first sighting for 

the trip. We then got a radio call saying the mum and youngster from the day before had been spotted, and that 

it seemed that a male was in pursuit possibly putting the youngster at risk. As we headed to try and see them we 

came across the two brothers, who had covered a fair amount of distance from the spot we had seen them the 

day before. They were on the move along the top of the river bank, but soon disappeared. When we then caught 

up with the mum and youngster they were crossing the river at quite a wide stretch – presumably if there was a 

male in pursuit this was perhaps to put some distance between them.  

 

We then took a slightly slower pace, heading down one of the smaller tributaries with trees overhanging the 

water. In one of the trees was a roost of bats which were fascinating to see, we also got closer to various herons, 

hawks and a parrot. We also saw a Skimmer with chicks nesting up on a beach, and were able to get pretty close.  

 

The afternoon was largely spent on a leisurely meander up quieter parts of the river, enjoying the scenery and the 

abundant Caiman and Capybara. Towards the end of the afternoon we came across the large male Jaguar that we 

had only seen fleetingly the day before, laid up on a beach and very chilled out apart from when the mosquitoes 

tested his patience too much. We also had a very brief spell with the brothers, who were back to their lazy 

behaviour, before we had to get back to the Flotel. The lecture that evening was on the Giant River Otters – the 

only otter with fur over its nose! 

Day 7 Tuesday 11th September 

This morning we decided to take a different approach to the river, and intentionally headed down a section of 

river where the likelihood of Jaguar sightings was less. It was refreshing to be taking a different course.  
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We spotted a capuchin monkey up in a tree on one of the river banks, and as we headed over to check it out we 

came across a Neotropical Otter – such a lucky spot! Much smaller than their giant cousins, the Neotropical 

Otter is quite hard to spot in the Pantanal - they are much shyer and there is limited data on them, so it is not 

known how many of them there are. He seemed relatively relaxed in our presence, and was happy to be watched 

eating a small fish.  

 

We continued up the river to another lodge, where we spent a couple of hours off the boat. It was a nice 

experience to be on terra firma! It was a great location for Hyacinth Macaw, and also Caracara, parakeets and 

parrots, so many of us simply sat and watched the birds. On the way back to the flotel we had good view of an 

Iguana out on a branch, and some Giant River Otters.  

 

The afternoon was hot, around 37 degrees. Our first stop was to sit and watch a family of Giant River Otter, this 

time quite close to their latrine (very smelly) and we think their holt was nearby. This meant we saw them out of 

the water, they were sliding down a sandbank and splashing into the water, and they also were wiping their 

excrement around. Really interesting to see the behaviours, and always such a joy to see them playing around.  

 

Then we came across two Jaguars – who we immediately assumed to be the pair from the Anaconda incident – 

although that was soon up for debate due to perceived differences in size and behaviours. For most of the 

viewing they were quite far apart, with the youngster clambering around on the bank nearer to the water out of 

view from the adult cat. But they did come together, with the adult taking it easy and refusing to play with the 

pestering youngster. We moved on as it was really tough viewing in direct sunlight. We distracted ourselves with 

a fun family of Capybara swimming along the river.  

 

On our way back we stopped to see if the two Jaguars were still around, and it was just the adult in view in the 

same location. No sighting of the youngster, although the vegetation was so dense that it could easily have been 

laid up nearby. Back at the flotel we did some ID using the pictures and there was agreement that it was the same 

youngster, but a different adult female – actually the sister of the Jaguar we had seen the youngster with 

previously, so the Aunty. Perhaps she had been babysitting whilst mum was off somewhere? Not a known 

behaviour but it certainly got the researchers talking!  

Day 8 Wednesday 12th September 

Sadly today we had to say goodbye to the fantastic Flotel and head back to the Transpantaneira. We set off at 

7.30am, knowing we only had a short boat trip back to meet the truck on the road. Ten minutes in we were 

greeted by a Giant River Otter family, including one that had caught a catfish that was being crunched up. He 

came up quite close to us so we had a brilliant view. After another five minutes a Jaguar came into view, with 

only one other boat observing her. She was an absolutely beautiful cat, very striking, we spent a quiet ten minutes 

watching her. It really did feel lucky that we had had one final sighting – and because we were able to send a 

picture back to the flotel we also got an ID. She was the 11th different individual we had seen during our time on 

the river, and our 15th sighting. An absolutely incredible wildlife experience!  

 

Back in the truck we had a three hour drive along the Transpantaneira to reach our next lodge – South Wild. 

Quite early on we spotted a Howler Monkey, the first for our trip. This is the region’s largest monkey, and we 

had good views as he was in open foliage right next to the road. The other main event of the drive was a 
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member of the group, Martin, losing his hat. Caused much hilarity, mainly because he shouted ‘hat’ and everyone 

thought he had said ‘cat’ – and then upon retrieving his hat from the road and getting underway again he 

promptly allowed it to fall out of the vehicle again. Fair to say it kept the group in high spirits! 

 

We arrived at South Wild in time for lunch and then got out of the heat of the day to rest and freshen up. At 

3.30pm we headed out on the river which runs alongside the lodge, with the group being split across two smaller 

boats than before. The river here is much narrower, with more water hyacinth, sometimes covering the entire 

breadth of it. There are also much fewer boats then where we had come from, making for a completely different 

experience out on the water. There are Capybara everywhere, herons everywhere you look, and some very 

confiding Kingfishers that the boatmen throw fish for. We saw a group of Capuchins in the trees, one of them 

went after an Iguana who did a dramatic leap to safety. We also had a fleeting view of a Black-tailed Marmoset, a 

tiny little thing which we originally mistook for a baby Capuchin. When we arrived back there was a Jabiru Stork 

on the dock, clearly expecting any leftover fish from the boatmen – which he got! Huge birds, they towered over 

us as we sat in our boats!  

 

We then headed to the Ocelet ‘hide’, an open platform in the forest set up overlooking a clearing which is 

spotlighted. We settled in to wait, gave it about an hour, but there was no appearance from an Ocelet. The guides 

thought it could be hard to see them if there is a Jaguar in the area – which there is – so we would try again 

tomorrow.  

Day 9 Thursday 13th September 

This morning we headed out on the boat after breakfast with the top priority of finding an Agami heron, a 

stunning and highly sought after bird for this region. Many wildlife enthusiasts travel huge distances to reach this 

part of the Pantanal just to see this bird. Shy and elusive, they are often in the shadows of the riverbank hidden 

by foliage, so we were warned that it could be quite a task. Early on, as we were watching a Green-and-Rufous 

Kingfisher we spotted a juvenile Agami – but this didn’t have the fantastic colours of the adult. We kept up the 

search, and were lucky to find an adult Agami in a spot which they favour, really an absolutely stunning bird. We 

stopped off at a lodge further up the river and watched a cowboy bring hundreds of cattle over a 

Transpantaneira bridge, and then headed back.  

 

The afternoon allowed for some rest and relaxation, and a brief stint out in the truck on the Transpantaneira 

which didn’t generate much wildlife except some Marsh Deer in the grounds of the lodge. We tried again for 

Ocelot in the evening, with a couple of members of the group feeling they may have seen something in the 

shadows of the undergrowth – but nothing confirmed.  

Day 10 Friday 14th September 

Before breakfast many of the group were up early watching the Toco Toucans and other birds feed in the 

grounds of the lodge. We also spotted a huge cockroach wandering round, nearly as long as some peoples feet! 

We set out in the boats at 7am on the most overcast day we had yet experienced during our time in Brazil. We 

headed in a different direction down the river, today with the ambition of finding Boat-billed Heron, another shy 

bird found hiding away in foliage. It soon became apparent that it was relatively easy to track one down, but that 

views would be frustratingly fleeting as the herons moved on as soon as our presence was felt.  
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There were long sections of river where the water hyacinth had completely taken over, which occasionally made 

for tough going for the boats. We pulled up on one of the banks and headed for a walk in the forest, to a spot 

that was a known day roost for Greater Potoo. An absolutely fantastic bird and great views as he sat sneakily 

watching us through double eyelids. Without the guides we probably would have walked straight past... 

 

On the way back to the lodge we had a few spots of rain, with the threat of it becoming more intense. After 

lunch, and some more downtime which some of us used to climb up the watch tower to see the Jabiru Stork nest 

with four chicks in residence, we headed off for a walk through the forest to a lookout tower – a sign reminding 

us that Jaguars were a possibility, which added a tinge of excitement. We learnt about various plants and their 

medicinal properties along the route. Ascent of the tower wasn’t for the faint hearted, so not all of the group 

headed up. The views were worth it though giving a great perspective of how far back from the riverbank the 

forest stretched.  

 

We had a final try for the Ocelot but it wasn’t to be, so maybe they really had been put off by the Jaguar in the 

area. After dinner we headed out for a night drive in the truck, a decision taken even though we had been 

watching lightning flashes across the sky for the whole of dinner. Within a minute of setting off the heavens 

opened, and as we were in an open sided truck we were all quite wet very quickly - actually quite exhilarating! 

Once the downpour had passed we did get some sightings of new species for the trip – a Crab-eating Racoon 

and a Brazilian Bunny.  

Day 11 Saturday 15th September 

To get the most out of our last day we headed out for a dawn drive on the Transpantaneira – a 5.15am start. We 

did see a fresh Jaguar pawprint made in the damp earth after the rain the night before, a tantalising tease at the 

prospect of a final sighting. Whilst we were not blessed with that, we did have a final spot of Giant River Otter – 

the first we had seen since our time on the flotel – as usual one of them was chewing away on a fish.  

 

We had a final boat trip after breakfast giving a chance to say goodbye to some of the friendly kingfishers who 

regularly joined us on our adventures. One of them even alighted on the front of one of the boats! We also had 

good views of a group of Black Howler Monkeys, lounging around and playing in a tree.  

 

Before we knew it we were heading back to the airport for the journey back to the UK (or onwards to other 

destinations in Brazil for some). After some goodbyes and exchange of e-mails we all headed our separate ways, 

after a fabulous trip.  

Day 12 Sunday 16th September 

Return to the UK 

Receive our e-newsletter 

Join the Naturetrek e-mailing list and be the first to hear about new tours, additional departures and new dates, 

tour reports and special offers. Visit www.naturetrek.co.uk to sign up. 

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/
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Species Lists 

Mammals (✓=recorded but not counted; H = heard only) 

      September 

  Common name Scientific name 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 Giant Anteater Myrmecophaga tridactyla ✓         

2 Brazilian Tapir Tapirus terrestris ✓ ✓        

3 Giant River Otter Pteronura brasiliensis   
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

✓ 
4 South American Coati Nasua nasua  

✓        

5 Crab-eating Racoon Procyon cancrivorous         
✓ 

6 Crab-eating Fox Cerdocyon thous  
✓       

✓ 
7 Silvery (Pantanal) Marmoset Callithrix argentata       

✓   

8 Black Howler Monkey Alouatta caraya       
✓  

✓ 
9 Black-capped Capuchin Monkey Cebus apella  

✓  
✓ ✓   

✓ ✓ 
10 Brazilian Porcupine Coendou prehensilis   

✓       

11 Azara's Agouti Dasyprocta azarae  
✓ ✓       

12 Capybara Hydrochaeris hydrochaeris ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
13 Marsh Deer Blastocerus dichotomous        

✓ ✓ 
14 Red Brocket Deer Mazama americana  

✓        

15 Brown Brocket Deer Mazama gouazoubira ✓ ✓        

16 Collared Pecari Tayassu tajacu  
✓        

17 Jaguar Panthera onca   
✓ ✓ ✓     

18 Feral Pig Sus scrofa ✓         

19 Water Buffalo Bubalus bubalis     
✓     

20 Neotropical Otter Lontra longicaudis      
✓    

Reptiles & Amphibians 
         

1 Yacare Caiman Caiman jacare ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

2 Common (Green) Iguana Iguana iguana      
✓    

3 Common Tegu lizard Tupinambis teguixin  
✓        

4 Yellow Anaconda Eunectes notatus    
✓      

5 Giant Ameiva (lizard) Ameiva ameiva       
✓   

6 Common House Gecko Hemidactylus frenatus       
✓   

7 Tree Frogs Hyla spp.       
✓   

A wonderful range of birds were seen but no detailed list was kept by group members on this particular tour. For 

a clearer idea of birds that can be expected please see the other reports 

Social Media 

We’re social! Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and be the first to hear about the launch of new 

tours, offers and exciting sightings and photos from our recently returned holidays.  

 

 


